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The Problem:
English is difficult to learn to read because it is not phonetic – 
the spelling and pronunciation of words are unpredictable – and 
there are no consistent rules to guide readers. For example, did 
you know that the letter U makes 7 different sounds?

No wonder it can take native English speakers 5-10 years to 
become truly proficient readers, and in many English speaking 
countries over 40% of the population are functionally illiterate.[1] [2]

 Contrast this to Italian, where the language is phonetic and there 
is only one sound for every character. Children can learn to read 
in only 3-6 months, and there are fewer problems associated 
with literacy.[3]

The Solution:
Readable English is a shortcut to reading English. This simple 
system makes English fully phonetic by adding syllable breaks to 
words, greying out silent characters, and adding intuitive visual 
cues, called glyphs, that tell you exactly what sound each letter will 
make. This makes English phonetic like Italian, so there is only one 
sound per character. There are no complicated rules to memorize 
and both children learning to read and English language learners 
can successfully sound out any word.

Unlike other phonetic alphabets, such as the International Phonet-
ic Alphabet and dictionary pronunciation guides, Readable English 
does not change the spelling of words. The spelling and shape of 
the Standard English word is contained within the Readable Eng-
lish word. Students sounding out words using Readable English 
will efficiently develop sight-word recognition, as they can learn 
the shape and spelling of the word as they use Readable English to 
accurately sound it out.

“The biggest change I have seen in J. is his
increased comprehension ability as he is not

stumbling over basic literacy anymore.”Ben Osborne, 8th Grade Teacher

What We Offer: 
Readable English offers a suite of learning tools that are 
available online and in a range of Apps, where users can:

    Learn quickly & easily through videos, interactive
              charts and games 

      Search words in the Readable English dictionary 

      Practise reading using the eReader

      Play Readable English games to develop sound/symbol   
              association and sight-word recognition

 

Our Mission:
Helping people read and learn!
Readable English is a new way for people to learn how to read and 
pronounce words in English. By making English phonetic, with-
out changing the spelling, we provide an instant pronunciation 
guide within each word. Emerging readers, struggling readers and
English language learners can sound out any word without
having to learn the complex rules of the English spelling system.

Contact us at:
info@readablenglish.com

For Video Information go to:
www.readablenglish/videos 
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READABLE ENGLISH™ HELPS ANYONE
LEARNING TO READ IN ENGLISH, INCLUDING:

       •  Non-native English speakers (ESL & ELL)
            
       •  Struggling readers
         
       •  Readers with visual and/or auditory
          processing issues

       •  Readers with other learning difficulties
          such as dyslexia

Check us out at www.readablenglish.com 

  A New Way to Learn to Read & Pronounce Words in English
 EASIER THAN   DICTIONARIES
 EASIER THAN   IPA

    DICTIONARY
    PRONUNCIATION GUIDE                  ih-maj-uh-ner-ee
  INTERNATIONAL
    PHONETIC ALPHABET                       Ι′mӕdӡә

′
neri:

    READABLE ENGLISH™ iּ maּ ġiּ nḑּ r‸

*In this word, the Happy Face glyph makes the ‘i’ say /ee/ like in the word ‘see’
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Glyphs tell you the sound a 
letter makes when it does  
not make its usual sound *

⁅ll glḭphs are in·tü·i·tive and
ḙa·ḣ‸ tö rḧ·mem·bĕr. Őnçe
lĕarned, stḈ·dents can ḙa·ḣi·l‸
sound out ḑ·n‸ wŏrd ăl·low·ing
them tö fḆ·cus on buil·ding
vḆ·ca·bḈ·lḑ·r‸ and im·prö·ving
their com·prḧ·hen·ŝiŏn.
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